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Tokenomics

Distribution of tokens by funds
The general postulates of tokenomics, which are described in the table 
below, are based on 8 foundations to ensure the successful 
development, operation, and growth of the project.

The Ready to Fight is a social network built on its 

own blockchain infrastructure that helps amateur and professional 
fighters interact in a two-way format with promoters, agents, coaches, 
sponsors, shops, gyms, sparring partners, masseurs, psychologists, 
nutritionists and other specialists and services on mutually beneficial 
terms, which makes it possible to earn even more. The RTF platform acts 
as an intermediary between the athlete and the specialists and services 
that help them develop and earn money. 



Ready to Fight (RTF) is the native token of the Ready to Fight platform, 
around which the entire ecosystem of the project is built. All financial 
transactions on the platform (donations, payment for products and 
services) are conducted through the native RTF token.

Ready to Fight Token
Token name

RTF
Token ticker

400M
Total supply

0,10USD
Starting price



Distribution

of tokens by funds

Seed sales

Private sale 

Public sales

Liquidity

Team  

Ecosystem  

Advisors

Foundation Reserve

Fund Fund size % of supply TGE Cliff Vesting Step

Seed sales 64 000 000 16% 5% 3 months 19 months daily

Private sale 42 000 000 10,5% 5% 3 months 19 months daily

Public sales 15 000 000 3,75% 25% 1 months 12 months daily

Liquidity 80 000 000 20% 20% 1 months 22 months quarterly

Team 40 000 000 10% 0% 18 month 20 months month

Ecosystem  80 000 000 20% 0% 2 month 23 months 2 month

Advisors 39 000 000 9,75% 0% 12 month 20 months daily

Foundation 
Reserve 40 000 000 10% 0% 24 month 10 months month

10,5%

16%

3,75%

20%

10%
20%

9,75%

10%



Seed sales
Seed sales round of
64,000,000 RTF
(16%)

An initial round to raise seed sales to start  
development and launch, where  
64,000,000 RTFs will be distributed  
under the vesting model. There is 5%  TGE  
in this fund (3,200,000 RTF). After 3  
months cliff, ~106,667 RTF will be released  
daily for 19 months.

Private sale
Closed token sale 

in the amount of
42,000,000 RTF
(10,5%)

A closed bidding round to form a pool for  
private partners, where 42,000,000 RTFs  
will be distributed under the vesting model  
at a final price of $0.09, which will raise  
$5,580,000. During the TGE, 3,100,000  
RTF will be available (5% of the fund). After  
3 months cliff, ~68,245 RTF will be  
released daily for 19 months.

Public sales
Open token sale

in the amount of
15,000,000 RTF
(3,75%)

An open sales round that will take place on  
centralised exchanges, as well as IDO.  
15,000,000 RTFs are offered at a final  
price of ~$0.10 which will raise  
$1,500,000. TGE is 25% which is equal to  
3 750 000 RTF , then, after 1 months of  
cliff period, ~ 34,932 RTF will be brought  
to the market daily, during 12 months of  
the conduct.

Liquidity
Fund size
80,000,000 RTF
(20%)

A 80,000,000 tokens have been 
allocated  to maintain liquidity on CEX and 
DEX.  16,000,000 RTF (20%) are allocated 
for  TGE, with a 1-month cliff period and 8  
quarter of vesting with quarterly unlock of  
8,000,000 RTF.



Team
Fund size
40,000,000 RTF
(10%)

 The project team fund, according to 
the  terms of the vesting, will be 
available  after the end of the 18-month 
cliff, and  will be evenly distributed over 
20  months, at an even rate of 
2,000,000 RTF monthly.

Ecosystem
Fund size
80,000,000 RTF
(20%)

 An ecosystem fund that will be used to  
grow RTF ecosystem, support Ready to  
Fight's own POS network and related  
aspects.  The ecosystem fund token  
consists of 0% of TGE with 2 month cliff  
and 23 months of vesting with payments  
of 4,000,000 RTF every 2 month.

Advisors
Fund size
39,000,000 RTF
(9,75%)

The fund is intended to distribute  
tokens to project partners - industry  
experts who directly influence the  
development of the project, its  
improvement and community building.  
TGE is 0%, with 12 months of cliff and  20 
months of vesting with a daily split  
~65,000 RTF.

Foundation 

Reserve
Fund size
40,000,000 RTF
(10%)

A fund set up as a contingency reserve.  
The reserve fund token consists of 0% 
of  TGE with 24 month cliff and 10 
months of  vesting with payments of 
4,000,000 RTF  every month.



Expansion
The RTF platform is a

, showcasing thousands of professionals 
and rising talents witha steadfast commitment 

to continuous growth.

 fast-growing constellation of 
boxing stars

Subring
A fight-centric SocialFi platform, designed to support and 
encourage favored fighters, by purchasing "Rate" assets, 
which are the digital equivalent of their rating.

news portal
Delivers up-to-date news, insights, and exclusive 

content serving as a central hub for boxing 
enthusiasts and industry participants. RTF Social Network


Boxing social network provides a comprehensive platform for 
individuals passionate about boxing to connect, train, compete, 
and stay informed about the latest developments in the sport. It 
fosters a supportive community where members can share 
knowledge, learn from each other, and pursue their boxing goals 
with enthusiasm and dedication.

online training camp
Provides virtual coaching, comprehensive training, 
dietary guidance, and tactical advice from seasoned RTF 
ambassadors, contributing to skill enhancement.

RTF SOLUTIONS | ECOSYSTEM PRODUCTS

RTF rating
Global boxer data and a unique rating system based on 

professional achievements. It allows fans and professional 
stakeholders to easily track a boxer's career development 

and fight results on a single platform. Enhanced with 
detailed analytics, it provides insights into each athlete's 

performance and progress. RTF Stream
Offers live streaming of training, sparring, and fights, 
enhancing fan engagement with real-time content.

RTF  EasyFind
Streamlines the organization of training camps, ensuring 

optimal training conditions.
RTF AI AGENT
An advanced artificial intelligence,  integrated into the 
ecosystem of RTF products. Utilizing cutting-edge 
technology and machine learning algorithms, the AI Agent is 
designed to function as a virtual assistant. It adapts to user 
preferences and behaviors to deliver tailored support and 
insights, thereby enhancing the overall engagement with the 
RTF platform and ensuring an optimized user experience in 
interactions with RTF products.

Job wall 
Connects professionals with career opportunities, 

facilitating growth and monetization of skills.

RTF Innovation Hub
An innovative solution in the field of wearable 

electronics, combining a set of high-tech sensors. 
The information obtained will allow coaches and 

athletes to conduct a more detailed analysis of 
training progress, optimise loads and increase the 

efficiency of the training process.

Community Engagement

Career and Skill Development



RTF Itrust
Specializes in sports insurance, covering costs 
related to accidents and sports injuries.

RTF Chain
Own Layer 1 EVM compatible blockchain for web3 

infrastructure for sports and entertainment.

Event Management
Manages large-scale boxing events, blending live 
experiences with digital reach.

RTF GAMES CENTRE
A multifaceted service within the RTF platform, featuring a 

marketplace for sports-themed games, allowing users to 
engage in interactive gaming experiences.

RTF TOKEN
A Platform native token designed to provide fast 

and secure settlements within the ecosystem.

RTF WALLET
Secure storage for cryptocurrencies,  enabling smooth 
transactions within and beyond the ecosystem.  
The wallet allows users to easily and securely trade and 
exchange crypto assets directly within the application.

RTF SWAP
A decentralized exchange for trading crypto 

assets, leveraging smart contracts  
for secure exchanges.

RTF  Digital Art
Enables digitization of exclusive content into NFT assets, 

opening new avenues for athlete monetization.

RTF Payment System
State-of-the-art blockchain-based Fintech solution for r 
cross-border payments  with white label  
payment cards.

marketplace
A digital platform offering quality boxing gear 
and exclusive sportswear.

Ticket office
Provides a global platform for the easy purchase  

of tickets to boxing events worldwide.

Advertising Platform
A dedicated digital hub for targeted marketing in 
the world of boxing.


RTF Promo Hub
A service offering an integrated suite of tools designed 

for conducting diverse marketing campaigns aimed  
at stimulating and encouraging user activity. social boxing foundation

Reflecting our commitment to social responsibility within the 
boxing industry. Foundation operates by allocating a specified 
portion of service fees generated from platform activities into 
a dedicated fund. This dedicated mechanism ensures a 
consistent redirection of a part of the platform's revenue 
towards nurturing and supporting the boxing community, 
along with various related social initiatives.

Financial Services and Trading

Commerce and Merchandising

Event Management

Gaming and Cyber Sports

Blockchain technologies

Health and Safety

Donation Initiatives

RTF Ads & Promo



utility

1 Mutual Settlements 
in Subring
A means of mutual settlement to buy or sell digital 
assets "Rates".

2 Interaction Tools within the 
Ecosystem
Facilitating user and service interactions within the 
ecosystem.

3 User Transfers
To perform P2P transfers between  
crypto wallets.


4 Donations
To support and encourage favorites  
(athletes or influencers).


5 Financial Autonomy
To minimize the risks of dependence on external 
factors and third-party financial instruments.

6 Cross-border Services 
and Payments
Opportunities for selling goods and services across 
different jurisdictions without restrictions.

7 Settlements in the Marketplace
A payment method for goods and services 
in the marketplace.

8 Ticket Purchases
To buy tickets for various boxing and other  
fight events.

9 Payments on Streaming Platforms
A means of payment for access to watch exclusive 
sports events on the RTF streaming platform.

10 Utility Token in Other Services
Ensuring efficient interaction, stable and safe 
operation of products and services within the 
ecosystem.

11 Payment of Fees
A means of payment for network fees (gas)  
on its own blockchain.



